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By JEN KING

French label Christian Dior is increasing the exposure of its  new men’s fragrance Dior
Homme through extensive social media content featuring brand ambassador and actor
Robert Pattinson.

The announcement of Mr. Pattinson as the face of the brand's fragrance has driven much
attention to the campaign due to the anticipation arising from his own fan base. Brands
are able to target specific consumer groups by selecting a brand ambassador with an
eager following.

"The right celebrity brand ambassador can add reach and impact while augmenting brand
values, said Amanda Rue, strategist at Carrot Creative, New York.

"Celebrity endorsement adds a face, a personality and dimension to the brand," she said.
"The right brand ambassador shares the same brand values and conveys the essence of
the brand."

"The Robert Pattinson and Dior partnership does this eloquently via the fragrance launch
and content that appeals to women who are likely to be the buyers of this product as a gift."

Ms. Rue is not affiliated with Dior, but agreed to comment as an industry expert.
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Dior was unable to comment directly.

Homme run
Dior officially launched its campaign for the new Homme fragrance on Sept. 1 after it had
begun releasing sneak peeks on its social media platforms featuring Mr. Pattinson.

Dior released campaign stills  and teaser videos prior to the official launch to increase
anticipation among consumers.

Teaser on Dior's Facebook

The official video, titled “The Film,” stars Mr. Pattinson and was directed by Romain
Gavras.

As the black-and-white video begins, the viewer sees Mr. Pattinson sitting on a roof while
Led Zeppelin’s “Whole Lotta Love” plays.
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Video still

The video continues to show Mr. Pattinson reclining in a bathtub wearing a suit, which is
followed by another scene of Mr. Pattinson walking through the dressing area of a fashion
show.

As he pushes passed a curtain, Mr. Pattinson makes eye contact with a blonde model.

The following scenes display their interactions and a drive on a deserted beach that are
interspersed with shots of Mr. Pattinson in pieces from Dior’s ready-to-wear Homme
collection.

Video still

The video concludes with a shot of the fragrance bottle and a prompt for viewers looking
to discover more.

Embedded Video: //www.youtube.com/embed/PN_z5_aPKy0

Dior Homme - ‘The Film’

By following the dedicated link to http://www.diorhommeparfum.com, viewers are
brought to Dior’s beauty section of its  Web site where a photo of Mr. Pattinson appears as
the background.

Viewers can watch the extended version of The Film titled “1,000 Lives” only found on the
Dior Web site along with exclusive scene extensions accessible through the side bar.
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Favorite scenes can be shared through Facebook, Vine, Pinterest, Tumblr, Twitter and
Google + .

In addition to the extended video, the dedicated Homme site includes an inspirational
quote from actor James Dean, a biography of Mr. Pattinson with a shareable gallery of
video stills  and a scent profile of the fragrance with a link to purchase.

Web site 

Although the fragrance is for men, female consumers will likely seek out the brand due to
Mr. Pattinson’s presence.

Marketing scents
Celebrity brand ambassadors are a sure way for brands to generate interest among
aspirational consumers.

For example, French label Christian Dior is flaunting its Miss Dior fragrance through a
short film starring longtime ambassador Natalie Portman.

The video was promoted on its own microsite and the brand’s Facebook page, and it will
be shown as a television commercial. Although the brand frequently uses celebrity
endorsements, they may not be the safest choice as a brand ambassador (see story).

In addition, French fashion label Givenchy is promoting its Very Irresistible fragrance’s
10-year anniversary and a new Web site by featuring actress and brand ambassador
Amanda Seyfried.

The commercial debuts in lieu of Givenchy launching a newly designed Web site. Both
the televised advertisement and Web site feature Ms. Seyfried as brand ambassador for
the fragrance and fall/winter collection, which is likely to appeal to a younger audience
(see story).

A brand ambassador may help a brand branch out to new consumers.

"Using a celebrity tends to extend reach of the campaign because the celebrity typically
has a larger, passionate group of fans that follow the celebrity, Ms. Rue said.

"Rob Pattinson specifically appeals to a broad base of women which extends the Dior
reach to potentially new audiences, she said. "[His] fans are maturing and are likely to
aspire to own other luxury brands in the same space as Dior.
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"Dior's reach with Robert Pattinson will be heavily influenced by his organic fans and
followers gained from his celebrity status."

Final Take
Jen King, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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